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1. Imagine like the doctor’s office or the doctor’s set; you’ve been sick for a really long time; or just 

sick; ad: the sometimes occasion; can also be the all times occasion: as you need [it].  

& in addition to taking internal medicine or remedy or that type; you can also uh apply external 

medicine; you know like that medicated version of make-up; or just make-up; whenever you feel 

like it; or rather, whenever you need it medicinally, … 

2. What would the make-up look like; personally, I’d want to have it caked on my form, face: and 

least some of the time, … or some days of the week/month/year like medicine that smelled good 

and healed me, … or something; healed … so much of it that I never worried about its effect: 

medicinal disappearing [the new version of holy (un) vanity & translated; how we became to start 

with; not addicts] 

3. Against this sad; story [from the video, the video …] is definitely an art form: had you noticed 

without this clarification? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aY4VuFXos4
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[Against the sad] is the Geisha; that you see; and another meaning to the cultural enforcement 

of something else [so against the sad = Geisha] 

   and what would you see; 

Well, there is/r the masked lips: 

 
Or here they are my favorite, the masked lips:  

[a symbol for what? Voice>] 
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4. The flower petal; in an almost spray paint type of conceptual look; a metaphor for/or actually like: 

[Geisha [against the sad], masked lips [Voice], the flower petal spray paint look [=?]] 
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5. The catch of Geisha  
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6. \ The complete Geisha: a new masked lips [color = class]  

 7. The summary uh, poetry/ the summary poetry:  
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[Against the sad] is the Geisha; [see] the Geisha at first by its masked lips; unified by its Geisha-group 

Voice … 

[Understand] the Geisha through its flower petal sprayed I-s 

The Catch of Geisha; that it is Geisha is the glisten of its nostrils and that Such. 

See the class of your surroundings by the Geisha’s new masked lips 

 

 


